
l. Introduction. Let n(x, È) denote the number of positive integers not
exceeding x that have exactly À distinct prime factors. Estimates for tr(x, k)
have been given by a number of authors. Landau 17,p.2711 showed that for ûxed
fr the asymptotic formula

x (loglog *)o -'
r\x. k ) - ,"* (/. _ DI 

(x--+ co)

holds. Sathe [10] and Selberg [11] proved a more precise quantitative estimate.
Let

(1.1) F(,):ilrlrT(,. p_1)(,-;,)'
where the product is taken over all primes p. Then

x (losloer)o-'l I 1 \\(1.2) r\x,k) : F(y)rcsx -ffilt - rl,"r"*ll
holds uniformly for xà3 and 1< k< Cloglogx, for any given f,xed C> 0,
where here and in the sequel we set

k
v - 

--

' loglog x

The Sathe-Selberg result remained for a long time the strongest of its kind. An
extension beyond the range Æ < C loglog x has been obtained only quite recently
by Hensley [4], who proved that

(1.4) n(x, k) -- FO):-'logx

(log,r)o-' I r l' '1\ / t ' \\
*o(-;-(ffi) )i,.,(@)J
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holds uniformly in the range

(1.s) x)xçt k<<
(logrx)2

(logr*)'/'logor'

where log,x denotes the n times iterated logarithm and the Vinogradov symbol

result shows that within the range (1.5) the asymptotic relation implied in (1.2)
holds if ând only lf. k: o((logrxflogrx)2) as x -+ oo.

For larger values of fr the situation is much less satisfactory, and no simple
asymptotic formulae have been obtained so far. An attempt in this direction has
been made by Kolesnik and Straus [6], who showed that in the range k <
(logx}3/s-", T(x,È) is asymptotically eqüvalent to an expansion of the type
(x/log x)Eb,^Qogrx)'(log x)--, where the summation runs over 0 < n 4 k - l,
0 < rz < c log x and the coefrcients b,^ are independent of x and k. However,
the usefulness of their result is doubtful because of the large number of terms,
none of which seems to be identiûable as main term, and the complicated form of
the coefficients, whose behavior lsmains obscure.

Upper and lower bounds for zr(x, /c) have been obtained for much wider
ranges. A classical example is the Hardy-Ramanujan inequality [3],

x
tr(x, k) < 

", tog,
(1ogrx * ,r)o-'

(k-1)! )

which is valid, with suitable constants c, and c2, lor an x à 3 ar,d k ) 1. An
analogous lower bound has been recently given by Pomerance [9]. Pomerance [9]
also established, by elementary arguments, a more precise estimate for the range

x ) xo. (logrx)r-'< k * rl::* .
3log2x

/ losx \r: roe[r*ü]Tl

(r.o)

namely,

(1.7)

where

(1.8)

.r I I los.L /i\\)
r( x. k) 

/,,. tos * 
.*etk 

lloc 
, * -? * o,\Z)))

(1.7) constitutes for a large range the sharpest estimate available in the literature.
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The purpose of this paper is to prove an asymptotic formula lor n(x, &) that is
valid for 1 < È << (log x)/Qogrx)2. This result, although of a less explicit nature
than the Sathe-Selberg formula, will enable us to improve on the estimates (1.4)
and (1.7) of Hensley and Pomerance and to determine rattrer precisely the local
belavior o1. r(x, k), i.e., the behavior of the quotients r(x', k)/r(x, È) and
r(x, k'\/n(x, k), where x' resp. k' are "close" to x resp. /r.

We remark that the nature of the problem changes completely if, in the
definition of r(x, k), we count the number of prime factors with multiplicity. Let
fr(x, k) denote the corresponding counting function, i.e., the number of positive
integers ç x, whose total iltmber of prime factors equals k. While for k :
o(loglogx) we have fr(x,k) - r(x, /<) (see, e.g., [1L]), the behavior of the two
functions fr(x, k) and r(x, È) is quite different in the range k > loglogx. This is
due to the fact ttrat, when k is large, integers that have exceptionally high powers
of small primes in their prime factorization contribute substantially to fr(x, k),
but not to r(x, fr). In fact, it turns out that for large k a typical integer counted
rn fr(x, k) is the product of a high power of 2 and an integer withithe "normal"
number of prime factors. Counting such integers is an easy màtter, and, as
Nicolas [8] has recent§ shown, it leads to a simple asymptotic formula for
fr(x,k) in the rarge (2 * e)logrx < k < (logx)/log2. This approach has no
analogue in the case of r(x, k). The problem of estimating n(x, k) for large /<

turns out to be much more difficult, and hence more interesting.

2. Results. We ûrst observe that a "trivial" upper bound lor r(x, k) may be
obtained as follows, by a Rankin-t)pe argument. I.et @(n) denote the number of
distinct prime factors of z and consider for complex z and s the Dirichlet series

(2.1) F(2, s) : I
n>-l

r[, *
?\

( I 7'(')- r(;)'

z'@)

n"

-l
p'-r)'

initially defined in the half-plane Re s > 1. Then we have for arbitrary real
numbersr)0,o>1

r(x,k): I 1

r<.x
a(n): k

: r-kxoF(r,o),

so that

(z.z) n(x, k) ç inf r-kx"F(r, o),

where the inflmum is taken over all r > 0 and o > 1. It is easi§ seen that this
infimum is attained at some point (r, o): (p, a), which by elementary calculus
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is a solution of the system

la I I k
I-lopF(r-n)l :ÿ-:-
I a''""''""'l;:: f, n"-1 + o P(2.3) (
I d | - 

plogp
I - ^ loe F(r,o)l-- : I+ :losx.
I ao 'l:=," ; (1 - p ")(p" - t-r p)

We shall show in Lemma 2 below that this system has indeed a unique solution
(p, a), provided that k satisfies

(2.4) 1<k< (q1ogx)/los,x,

where 4 is a suitable positive constant.
Our approximation to n(x, k) is the product of the upperbound in(2.2),i.e.,

the expression p-kx"F(p,a), and a smooth factor with a simple asymptotic
behavior. We recall the notations

y:k/logrx, L-r"r(*ffir)
introduced in section 1 and put

(2.s) ,(t) : r(r)r-t' (r = 0).

Tnronrrvr. Uniformly for all suficiently' large x and 1< ft << (logx)/(logrx)z
we haue

(2.6) nlx.kl: ,, o-^,',"tlf ,"l ,l., - r[]))' (log,r-)kx'(Â.)x'(p)\ \Ll)

Moreouer, r/ 1 < k << flog x , then we haue

(2.7)

x (los"x)À I I 1 \\r(x.k): pF(p),,._.--;=exp{k(ô-loe(] -ô))il1 + ol. ll'"'logx kl r\ '\ \logrx//

with F(z) defined as in (1.1) and 6 : (p - y)/y.

Note that the hypotheses of the theorem imply (2.4), so that p and a are well
def,ned. The range for x and k in (2.6) could probably be extended to a

range of the type (2.4) at the cost of weaker error terms. but because of technical
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complications we made no attempt in this direction. However, one can-
not extend this range substantially beyond (2.4), since n(x, k) : 0 for k )
(1 + e)(log x)/logrx and x ) xe(e), as can be easily seen using the prime
number theorem.

The formula (2.6) shows that, under the hypotheses of the theorem, the upper
bound (2.2) is by a factor (logx)kw(k)w(pX1 + O(t/L)) larger than r(x,k).
The asymptotic behavior of this factor is easily determined. For instance, using
the relation

p-k/L
(see Lemma 2, below) and Stirling's formula in the form

*(t) - (2"7t)'/' (r -- cc).

we deduce that

(tog x)t<w ( k) r(p) - 2n (Ios x){L
as x ---) oo, uniformly in ÿ(x)logzx ( k << (log x)/(log"x)z. for any funcrion
ÿ(x) tending to inf,nity.

From a computational point of view. rhe facror (logx)kx,(Æ)x,(p) is trivial.
Thus, computing the right-hand side of (2.6) to within the given error facror
essentially amounts to computing rhe right-hand side of (2.2).It is not hard to
show that the complexity of this computation is, apart from a factor (log x)1, the
same as that of computing the finite product [r".,(1 + r/(p" - 1)) for fixed r
and o, or, equivalently, that of computing a weighted sum over primes < x. This
is quite small compared to the "naive" way of computing r(x,k), namely, by
factorizing every integer /? ( x. Thus, the thàorem might piovide an efficieni way
for approximately computing r(x, k) in a relatively large range of values x
and k.

The formulae of the theorem involve the implicitly deflned quantities p and a,
and in this sense are not as "concrete" as the formulae (1.2) and (1.4) of selberg
and Hensley. However, they can be used to prove "concrete" estimates for
n(x, k) of various types, as we shall illustrate in the following corollaries.

we first use (2.7) to deduce a result that improves on Hensley's estimate (1.4),
both in its range of validity and in the quality of the error term. As we shall see
in section 5, this is readily obtained by inserting into (2.7) an explicit approxima-
tion for p.

conorr.c.nv 1. There exist positiue constants A and B such that uniformly for all
sttficiently large x and 7 < k << (logrx)z we haue

(2.s)

n(x. k) : F(y)J- . t'::"11,' 
e-kh/2(, * o( L * - k \\

" ' logx (k - l)t ' \ \logrx (G;f j,/
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with

(2.e) h:
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1og(2 + Aylogy)1og(2 + By log y)
(logrx)2

We next derive an estimate for z(-r. À) which is valid for large È and in its
range of validity supersedes Pomerance's result (1.7). This is also proved by
inserting into (2.6) an explicit esrimate for p, but in this case the error terms
involved are too large to allow a genuine asymptotic formula for r(x, È), and we
have to settle with a rveaker estimate. rvhich gives the flrst few terms of an
expansion for log r(-t. È).

Conolrenv 2. There erists a positite constant C such that uniformly for all
suficientty large x and (1og.x)2 << À << (logx)/(logrx)2 we haue

$
^*Vlz' \
(ti*'F'e*'

(2.10)

where

(2.11)

with

(z.rz)

The next two corollaries constitute typical applications of formulae like (2.6),

involving implicit parameters. It is indeed usually the case in such a situation
that, even in a range where these parameters cannot be estimated well enough to
yield an "explicit" asymptotic formula. one can still get rather precise informa-
tion on the local behaüor of the function considered.

Conorreny 3. Uniformll, for all sfficiently large x and 1 < Æ <<

(log x)/ (logrx)z we haue

(2.13)

Conorle.nv 4. Uniformly for all sfficiently large x,1 < À < x and 1 < À <<

(log x)/(logrx)z we haue

z(x.k+1) Ll /losl\\-;(;11-: 7l' -'l;,l,l

,^ <.\ r(Àx. k) /log(Àx) irtzrr 
t

(2'14)^"G,d:l ,*- l
)))( lt*ot'lz * /c(1og ZXlog À

L2log x

i(x, k): a*;*n{r(r"e, * L*+ o(R))),

': .r(f*"**)' -: ;(#=, . :)

k
!r: 7' €:

log x

yrlog(y, + 2)'
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In particular, the asymptotic relation

(z.rs) n(Àx, k) - )vr(x, k) (x -- co)

holds if and only if log À : "t(lt* - Il,ltog x).

Corollary 3 is of interest in connection with a problem of Erdôs, who asked in
[2] whether tr(x, k) is unimodal in rk, i.e., whether there exists a Ào (depending
on x)such that r(x,1) tr n(x,2) < ... < lr(x, k)2 r(x,k. + 1) ) ... .The
estimate (2.13) implies that for fi.xed and sufficiently large x, n(x, k) decreases
with k in the range 2logrx < À < log x/(7ogrx)2, say, and suggests that the
same is true in the range Ë > log x/(logrx)2. On the other hand, one can easily
deduce from Selberg's estimate (1.2) that tr(x, k) is increasing for È < Iog.rx - c
and decreasing for logrx*c<k<2logrx, where c is a sufficiently large
constant. Furthermore, as Balazard recently remarked in a letter to the second
author, a slightly more precise form of Selberg's formula, proved similarly, easily
yields the unimodality of z(-x. k) in the range logrx - c < ft ç log,x * c. Thus,
except possibly for the range Ë > log x/(logrx)z, n(x, È) is unimodal in k when
x is sufficiently large.

Our method of proof for the theorem is analytic and has its roots in Selberg's
approach to (1.2). It is based on the represenrations

tr(x. k): lo { 2 --,r,r \r-r-,d=zlllJ::.\,,<.. J

and

1 ,^-,- .y'
| 7.t,t: . l"-''f(_-.s;:r/s.

4<r /.7T1 J6_17 5

Here r>0 and o>1are parameters at our disposal. Selberg chose r:
(k - l)/logrx and, o:2 arrd estimated the Perron integral in the usual way by
shifting the path of integration to the left and exploiting the singularity of F(2, s)
at s : 1. We shall instead take for r and o the quantities p and a defined by
(2.3). This choice is motivated by the two-dimensional form of the saddle point
method. In fact, by (2.3) the point (2, s) : (p, a) is a "saddle point" for rhe
function z-kx'F(z,s), i.e., the partial derivatives of this function with respect to
z and s vanish at (2, s) : (p, a). As usual in a situation of this type, it rurns out
that the main contribution to the double integral representing r(x, k) comes
from a small neighborhood of (p, a), in which the behavior of the integrand can
be easily determined using Taylor's formula.

The use of the saddle point method in the present context is similar to that in
our earlier paper [5]. There, an estimate for the cardinality ÿ(x, ,y) of the set of
positive integers not exceeding x and free of prime factors greater than y was
derived that was valid uniformly for x )- ÿ )- 2. Corresponding to the upper



bound (2.2), a "triyial" bound for ÿ(x,7) is given by Rankin's estimate

(2.1,6) ÿ(*, y) < minxo fl (t - p-")-',
o>o P<y

and the approximation for ÿ(x, y) established in [5] consisted of the right-hand
side of (2.16) multiplied by a smooth factor. This result was proved by using
Perron's formula for ÿ(x, y) with line of integration Res: os, where o0 was
chosen, in accordance with the principles of the saddle point method, such that
the minimum on the right-hand side of (2.16) is attained at o : oo.

The situation here is somewhat more complicated: we have to deal with a
double integral and simultaneously optimize both paths of integration. As a

result, the arguments here are technically more complex than in [5]; in particular,
the proof of the existence and uniqueness of a solution to the system (2.3) is
somewhat involved. though not difficult.

We note that the method used here can be adapted to much more general
situations. For example, it is possible to treat in a similar way the number of
solutions n < x to the equation f(n) : k for any integer-valued additive func-
tion / that is sufficiently "wel1-behaved" on primes. Moreover, counting only
squarefree solutions presents no additional difficulties.

Notation. We shall use the notations î: O(S) and / << g interchangeably to
indicate that. with some constant c,lfl < clgl holds. Unless stated otherwise, the
implied constant here is assumed to be absolute. We shall use the symbol " x "
to denote that " << " and " >> " hold simultaneously, i.e., that both sides have
the same order of magnitude. Absolute constants will be denoted by c, cy c), etc.

3. Lemmas. In this section we establish the necessary estimates for the
function F(2, s) and the quantities p and a. We write the complex variables z
and s in the form

z:re'0, s:o*lz

with r )- 0, -z < 0 < z and real o and r.It will be convenient to write F(2. s)
AS

(3.1) -F(2, s) : expl(2, s).

Such a representation is not always possible, since .F(2, s) may vanish. We shall
therefore restrict the variables z and s to the range

478

(3.2) r)0,
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ldl <+, o)1, 1

l"l <rar1r*2;

In this range we have Re(1 + z/(p'- 1)) > 0 for every prime p, and we can
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deflne Tk, s) by the absolutely convergent series

î(,,,): Ebs(l .;-)
P

. where the logarithms are taken as principal values. With this definition of f (2, s),
(3.1) is satisfied.

In the region (3.2), f(2, s) is an analytic function of two variables and hence
. has derivatives of arbitrary order. Let f,, f,,, f", f,r,/, denote the partial deriva-

tives of order 1 and 2 with respect to the variables indicated in the subscript. The
following lemma gives estimates for these quantities. For convenience we intro-
duce here the notation

i: max(1,10) (t >- 0),

which we shall use frequently in the sequel.

Lrl,orl. 1. Untfurmly for z and s satisfying Q.2) as well as o, < 1, we haue

r,(,,,)-,"r(*) _bg,i* c, * r(# + ts _ ltrosi),

f,,(','):'(#)
f"(r,r): --1= + o(rlogr),s-1

"f,(,,,) : C+ + o!!osr)2),

f,,(r,r): -++o(logi).^s-r
Proof. We have

r"(,,,):» f:r.,: p,;.r( p,l . p,#)
I 11\I-+ol *l

p., P' \ log r /

Ei- I1* o( »11 
-P'-'l .:l

o- P" fr, n \Â. p logl l
tL\ / 1\

"rl, _, ,| 
- tog.,r* c, * r(,, - lllogr * .;,|,
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where in the last step we used the well-known relations (f(s) being the Riemann
zeta function)

1

E-:log§(s) -p-

and

0r.,,#-,"r(*) 
+ ci+ ors - 1r)

1 t1\
» -:logr7+c'r'+ol 

-1.l=,n \logr/
with suitable constants ci and, cj'. This proves the flrst of the asserted estimates.
The second follows from

:'(,?. i. P,,*)f,.(', t): - IJ:i\ - - / 
- 

/ -p \P'-
l7 \

ot _t.
\rlogi/

With similar arguments we get

7+z)z

log p
f,(r, t) : -zl

70-P-')(P'-1+'z)
loï p rog p: _,ÿD: +z(z- 1)I-

i l" - 1 -\- -'7 (p'- 1Xp'- 7 + z)

:,9.o(,,( p.,y*p,F))
+ Olr tog r ),s-l

f,,(r, t) : ,L
(toep)'(p'- (t - r)p-')

; (t-p-')'(p'-t+z)2

- ,;I0-2eù-' + o(r(logr)'z)
Ç n'- 1 \

:'*(8) +o(;(rog;)'z)

: G++ o(r(togr)'z)'
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and finally

f,,(,.r): -r ; !'o,'l,r: -r++ + o(rogr)
,lp'-l+zl- ;p"-t

1:-rL +o(logr)'

LBrr{M,q.2. There exists a constant q>0 such that for x>3 and 1<k<
n[ogx)/logrx the system (2.3) has a unique solution (p,a) with p> 0 and
a > 1. This solution satisfies

(33) a-1:#('.r(H))
and, with the notations of Corollary 2,

(34) r:#(1 +o(R))::(,.r(Y))
If in addition fr ç (1og x)r-,, where e > 0 is fixed, then we haue ,.

(3s) r: ïTi. o,(#+. ---1-JJ. -\ 11rogr*)' (logrx)(logÿ)tl

with

roe{, *r"e y )A- "\c -"1
^ - logr,

Proof. we frx x >- 3 and consider ûrst rhe second equation h (2.3), i.e. (with
a slight change in notation),

(3.6) L,= !-,280 - ,:toqx.; (r - p-")(p" - 1 * r) '"o^'

For fixed o ) 1, the left-hand side of (3.6) is a strictly increasing function of
r > 0 and varies from 0+ to *oo as r runs through the intervar (0, * oo). Hence
there exists a unique positive number r(o) such that (3.6) holds with r : r(o).
we now have to show that if 1 < k < T(log x)/logrx with a sufficiently small
q > 0, then there exists a unique c > 1 such that the first equation in (2.3) holds
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with p : r(a).In other words, putting

r(o)
h(o\:I"\"/ il'-1+r(o)'

we have to prove the existence and uniqueness of a solution a > 1 for the
equation

(3.7) h(u) : k.

To this end we observe that r(o) and hence h(o) are continuous and
differentiable functions of o > 1.'We shall show that â(o) satisfies

(3.8)

(3.e)

and

(:.to)

where

(3.11)

lim à(o) :0,
o-1+

los x
à(o) ,, 

-- 
(o > or)

tog2x

h'(o)r0 (0<o(o1),

n'o,:1+ '-r ' logrx'

with a suitable constant r7' > 0. These properties imply that if 4 > 0 is fixed at a
sufficiently small value, then for any k in the range 1< k < q(logx)/logrx,
there exists a unique a > 1 satisfyiag (3.7), as we wanted to show.

To prove these estimates. we note first that uniformly for r > 0 and o > 1 we
have

(3.12) D#= I bgp+, L Y; \1 - p- , .. p<i,,, 0j,,, po

and

(3.13) I;-i, = I t*r I +
o'p"-l+r oJrr" pjrr,po

From (3.12) and (3.6) we deduce that

(:.r+) ,(o)'/'<< logx
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uniformly for o > 1. Moreover, using the easily established estimate

(3.1s) I ry = ,_' ', (, >, 1,1 < o << 1),
P>z P" o-I

we obtain

(3.16) ,(o)'/'= (o - 1)logx (1 < o << t).

From (3.13), (3.16), and the relation Lrp-'- logf(o) - log(o - 1)-1(o--
1 + ) it follows thar

"u: '1o) 
: 

,1T- 'Gr\i :.
which proves (3.8).

Next, suppose that o ) ot, where o, is deflned by (3.11), with a constant
q' > O to be specified presently. Putting

, : max(rfu)'/' ,log *),

we have log x ç z << log x by (3.14), and it is easily seen, using estimates of the
type (3.15), that

logp _ logp
) _>> ) _

,'-p4,'Po ;'Po

where the implied constant depends at most on 4'. We can therefore restrict the
summation in the last sum of (3.12) (with r : r(o)) ro the range p < 22 without
changing its order of magnitude. On comparing (3.12) with (3.13) at r : r(o), we
then obtain

los -x : t r(o )log P--e-' 
; (1- p-')(p"-1+r)

.. (log rzi Y t(o)

")L p, - | + r{o): (tog z'z)h(o) << (logrx)h(o)-

This proves (3.9). Note that the implied constant here depends on the constant
4', which we have yet to choose.

Finally, to prove (3.10), we note that in the notation of Lemma 1

h(o) : r(o)f,(r(o), o),



h'(o) : r'(o)(7,Qfu), o) + r(o)f",(r(o), o)) + r(o)f,"(r(o),o).

From the definition of r(o) as the solution of

-f"(r(r),o): logx,

we get

f,(r(o), o)
r.\o) : _ 

T;GGIô
Inserting into these formulae the estimates of Lemma 1 and using (3.16), we
obtainforl<oçorfirst

,(o\r'(o):-j+(1 +o(rr'))
o- I

484

so that

and then

(3.1s)

and, by (3.14),

HILDEBRAND AND TENENBAUM

provided that 4'is sufficiently small in absolute terms. Hence (3.10) holds with a
suitable choice of 4'.

We thus have proved the f,rst assertion of the lemma. It remains to show that
the quantities p and a satisfy (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5). We may assume here that x
is sufficiently large.

From the second equation in (2.3) and Lemma 1, we get

(3.17) logx: -f,(p.") :Ë +o(ploep).

Since our solution (p, a) satisfles

h'(o) :19|t, + o(a,))rogl 'o-r\ -\(o_l)loer(o)

r(o\l /1\ \,;l'"tl7J +o(t)J >0.

n'
1<c<1+-l

log-.r

log p : fog(") << logrx,

+ o(1))
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the error term in (3.17) is of order o(p/(u - 1)). we therefore obtain from (3.17)
in turn

logx << P

a-1'

ploga.. P .PlogD
- 1 logx

' and (3.3).
Applying the first equation in (2.3), Lemma 1, and (3.3), we get

(3.1e)

k tl\ 17 \

;:f,(o,a):togl "_r) 
-t srp +ca+ r1..*_ + ("- r)rogpJ

llosx \ / 7 plogD\
- los1,"*/ * c, * ,1,.* . ï#,l

By (3.16) (with o : a, r(o): p) and (3.18) we have

(tog x)/(p los D) >> t/((" - 1)logrx) 2 t/q, .

Hence the right-hand side of (3.19) is >> 1, proüded the constant 4' has been
chosen sufficiently small, as we may assume. we therefore deduce from (3.19)
first k >> p and then

: : "'(mffiîr) .,(, + bs(tffiP))
: Lt o(r + bgT/p)l),

so that

(3.20) pxk/L:yr.

Inserting this estimate into (3.19), we get

k I losx \

; : bet ,,"*)+ o(1) : roeÉ + o(r)

' and therefore

(3.21) losx 
- (, * o(1 

\\ losx

P \ lzJJ-it"se'
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since

loeÉ : L + o(tog(k/yr)) : L + o(rog L) x L.

Using (3.21) and the estimate

l7 \
logrD:logzÿr+Ol 

- 
l,

\logY,/

which follows from (3.20). in the right-hand side of (3.19), we obtain

k l(logx)(loeÉ)\ -lt 1 \

; :loel rr.rh )* " 
*'lZ * .r" ,l.

which is the first estimate in (3.a) with C : exp(cr). The second, less precise

estimate follows from the f,rst on noting that

ltoe(k + 1)log{\
M : L + togl --:.: _:---:-: | + c,

\ tog -Y' I

:L+o(logr).
u?À ,.'0(t)
i{n :c i\.-j& é

Finally, to, r <{!$;,ÿJ= we have

1
L xulogrx, R ... 

[oglXl,og D 
,

,,: ÿ(, . o(ffi)) r : (rogo(r .,.(H))
Substituting these estimates into (3.4), we obtain (3.5).

The proof of Lemma 2 is now complete.

In the remainder of this section, we suppose that x and k satisfy the
hypothesis 1 < fr < n(logx)/logrx of Lemma 2 and let p > 0 and a > 1 be

defined by (2.3).

Lar'rue3. Letz:reiq ands:o* irsatisfy(3.2) aswellas s<1, andput
D:Z-prr,ÿ:S-A.WehAUe

1(r, r) : f(p,a) - wlogx +'k * o*, - rbg(t.r +)p a-t \ d-rl
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Proof. Taylor's formula ÿelds

(z.zz7 lQ,'): lj,s) + (z - p\î,(p,s) + r,

: f(p,c) + (s - a)f,(p,a) + I,

+(, - p)î,(p,a\ + (z - p)Ir+ 4,
with

',: I:G - u)1,,(u, s) du,

": 
Ij/ - u)Î"(P'u) du' s /

rt: Ij/ - u)1,"(p,u) dr. 
" /

By the definition of p and c we have

l,(p, o) : L , f"(p, o): -log x.
p

Moreover, using Lemma 1, we obtain

I 11 1\\
\: o\tz - ot,[;. ;)),

Iz: p f' ,t 
- !,,, du + o(ls - olr(, + p)(rog(lp))'z)

'a\u-I)

/ I s-a\ s-a\\: -p("t(, *}]) - 
=)) 

+ o(r,t'G + p)(roe(ro))'z).

,§ du
It : - J,, _ r+ O(;s - allog(lp))

/ .r-a\: -loeit * 
" 

_ r ,) 
+ o(1w1tog(;p)).

Substituting these estimates into (3.22), the asserted formula follows.

Lnuue 4. We haue unifurmly for k << ,/6g x

*'F(p. a) : xpF(p)w(p)(log rl' (r * r(#))
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Proof. Putting

g0, o) : f(r,o) + rlog(o - 1),

we have, as o --+ 1 + ,

exp(g(p, ")) 
: 

T(r 
. ,"ï)t, - ,1,

- T(' . ;-)(, - ;)'- T(,. Ë)(, - ;)'
r(p)I(p + 1).

On the other hand, from Lemma 3 with z : p, ^§ 
: o rpe get, taking into account

(3.3),

s(p,o): s(p,a) + (a - o)log * - p!1* o|/'l(t"eo)'ina-t'"\ 
{roer), /

for 1 < o < d. Letting o ---> 1 * in these two estimates, we obtain

r(p)r(p + 1) : 
"*pls(p, 

a) + (a - 1)log x - p *oIp'(r"ep)''l\t " ' "\ (rog,)' ll
-F(p, c)x"-b-,(o - rl'(r + ,(#)),

where the error term is estimated by means of (3.a) and the hypothesis
k << lflo1 x. The result now follows, since for k << ,flogl- we have Uyli.l; ana
(3.4)

r(p + 1)(o - 1)-ego: r(p + l)eop-o(togx)o(, . r(+#))

: pw(pxlog,,'(,. r(#))
Lrr"nar 5. For (logrx)z << k < rlQogx)/logrx we haue

*.p-oF(p,o) : fr.*p{*("r , * i-r ,(^))) ,

where M and R are defined as in Corollary 2.
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Proof. From Lemma 1 we get

log F( p. a) : 
Ioo f,{r. o) ,,

: {'(,*(*) - ros,r * c, * r(#)) r,

lo \: Pf'(P' a) + ol-.*-l : /c(1 + o(R))'

By (3.3) and (3.4) we have

rogx'-1 :,(,. r(#)) : #,, + o(n)),

/ r - r2\ caP

11p-cok +lt+l I L cuozk

\ \a-rlJ

u,los ÿ, 1 - --c,t. << L-2 << R.lrg,. -'? o "

Finally, by (3.a) and Stirling's formula we have

logp-u:logk-k * klog M + o(kR)

= -1og kt - k+ Àlog M + O(kR+ logk).

Collecting these estimates and noting that for k >> (logrx)z

,lk k
logk << :-----= ( -:--:-- << kR," log k Llog y,

we obtain the asserted result.

Lrrvrvre ti. Suppose that x is suficiently large and È << (log x)/(logrx)z. Then
we haue, for l0l 4 n and lrl < (log x)10,

F(p"", a + lr)
F(P, o)

' with an absolute constant co > 0.
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Proof. Put z: pêi9, s: a * ir. Foreveryprime p wehave

t-t2lz\lzl,
lr+ " l:r+2Re[ ' l-l '
I p'-11 \p'-il lp'-11

lz\ 2lzl I z l'
< 1 + 2*"l.r,,l + D,(Ë1) .lr" -, I

<1-2+(1 -cosù+2:* =,2! .,* 
P' 

=.p"' p" p"(p" - l) (p" - I)''

with ÿ :0 - rlogp.It follows that

lzl22o2oo2
11 + _l<i- _(1 -cosÿ)* _ +
l^ p,_11 - pd\ ",, P"_1 (p"_1),

:(r* o )'ir_ zp(1 -cosÿ) -).
\ p"-1l \ p"(\+p/(p"-t))')

Taking the product over all primes p, we deduce that

where

o_ \- 1-cos(d-rlogp)
"- É, P"

and Y is any real number satisfying Y > p * 1. We take

r: exp{(a - t)-tsrc1.

By (3.3), (3.4), and our assumption k << (log x)/(logrx)2, we have

(3.23) logY >> (logr*)"/'r, (log(p + 1))"/t,

and hence Y > p + 1 for sufficiently large x. Using partial summation and a

strong form of the prime number theorem, we readily get

S: I * E,



with

and

E .. (l"l + t)exp{ -(tosy)a/1}.

By (3.23) and our assumption lrl < (logx)10 we see that pE: O(7). We shall
show that

(3.24)

and

(3.25)

The desired result follows from these estimates and the bound

1
k << p logo _ f .

which follows, for example, from (3.19).
Suppose flrst that lrl > cr(a - 1) with a sufficiently large constant cr. Putting

fr: max(f ,rr/l,l), yr: sL/ta-t1 ,

we obtain, using integration by parts,
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?æ du
I : I (i - cos( 0 - ru))r-(a-ttuJlogY u

r >> min(ror*. r"e(r . ( *)'))

r>>a,roe(*)

I > froryrr_t,_r)udu _
Jlogy, u

SlozYzr-to-t *,rrudu 
IJlogY, u 
I

lloeY"\ / 1 \
> e-lroel ,.rrr) . ,lrr"*,l

,, r"s(,-,(*. (o - 1)',"))

This impiies (3.24) in the case lrl 2 cr(a - 1). In the complementary case

l"l < c.t(a - 1), (3.24) follows from the estimate

I > [2/"t"*1)1t - cor(d - ru))e-{' tt'du >> r-j.)'rl/cr(a-l) t, \a- Il
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To p19v_e (3.25), we again distinguish two cases, according to whether lrl >
(a - Tlzrtzz or lrl < (a - 11ttttz. In the first case, (3.25) follows from ç1.2,+y,.ln
the second, we set

rr: 
"*p{(" - i)-3r/32}

and use the estimate

t u ['o'"'(1 - "os1 
o - ru))e-to rt,du

rlogY u

u l^'\te -,rf+ >> d,rogJ=

This completes the proof of Lemma 6.

4. Proof of the theorem. we first observe that for k << ,flog x the estimates
(2.6) and (2.7) are equivalent. Indeed, by Lemma 4, the right-hand side of (2.6)
equals

pF(p):- ('"i.],:--t t 1 \\''togx t<w(t<) l' 
* 'l .-" jl

and, writing p in the last two occurrences as y(1 + ô) : k(7 + 6)/logr,x, is
easily seen to be identical to the right-and side of (2.7).

Next, we note that for k << logrx the estimate (2.7), and hence also (2.6),
follows from the Sathe-Selberg formula (1.2), since by Lemma 2

o :,(,.,(#)) : #(, .,(#))
\

in this case, and therefore

I I r \\
r(p) : r(/)11 . ,1,"* 

,J,J

Thus we may concentrate on proving (2.6) in the range

(4.1) x)xo, cotog,x<ft<<(togx)7(togrx)2,

where xo and co are arbitrary constants. By Lemma 2, the condition (4.1)
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implies, for sufficiently large xe,

(4.2) p>k/(zlogrx) 2cr/2.

We may therefore assume that p is larger than any given constant.
Throughout this section, x and k will be fixed in the range (4.1), where the

constants xo and co are assumed to be sufficiently large. We shall establish (2.6)
in three steps, given by the following propositions.

pnoposruoN 1. put T : (logx)6. Then

/ 1 \2 *irr-iqk
x-"ph(x.k) : {: ) [ [' ,(pei,.a + ir\l-!- drd0

\21tlJ_rr_T d+tr

/ r(p. o) \+ol-1.
\(logr)'i

Proof. Assuming, as we may, that x is a half-integer, we obtain by Perron's
formula

x ''pktt(x. t ) : *-"or* I:_é-(pr'')""'-r) a0
nsï

/ 1 \: ." tT ,ttr- rok: l; ) l--J-{G''''a * ir) o * * d'ae

I - p"'n' | 7 \\+Ol I minl1.-------------_ll.
\;, no \ rllog( */n)l J l

The error term can be estimated by

llog(x/n)lçr I €

for any e > 0. Taking e -- T-1/z: (logx)-3, the second of the two terms above
is of the required order of magnitude. To estimate the first, we introduce the
function

x("):max(1 - 1"1,0)

with Fourier transform

i(") : (Yr.. j7
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We then have
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-a( n\
\-pL

llog(x/z)l <c n* =,À#,(v4?)
: i I,# l:-r,")(;)ir/(ze) ,,

*fl ,(0,o.,;)l*
By Lemma 6, Lemma 2, and (4.2). we have

I I î\i
lolr." * ,*) aç,F( p.alQ(a - l;;2'.0 << F(p.a)(togx) 6

in the range e < l"l < 1/r.Using the trivial bound

I i r \l
;r[o.a -,x)l *.(0,")

in the remaining range. we see that the integral above is of order O(eF(p. a)) :
O(F(p, a)(log x)-3). as desired.

PnoposlnoN 2. Suppose that cr is a suficiently large constant, and set 0o:
,r,f@g LW, 

"o 
: .rf* - 7)Lt/4;-ltz. Ti-en we haue

x-,pktr(x,*) : ( Lu)' 
I^,,1:^F(oe,'.a + ir)# o,o,

I (a - 1),F(o. a) \."\___æ_)

Proof. It suffices to estimate the contribution of the ranges ldl < o, ro ( lrl
< I and do < ldl ( r, lrl < 7 to the double inte$al appearing in proposition
1. Applying Lemma 6, we obtain the bound

.. F(p. *'(r, . ([,1,,. I I:),-cu02k(, . (-)') 
'"' o,or)

( 
"-ll I clLrtz\-(I/2)r6e\l..F(p.o)\re-,.k+-jlL-,u,à+lt+ I l),' 't 
'lPk \ \ o J ll
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where the integration over r is carried out by means of the estimate

[*0 * uz1-^ du.. ]1, * r')-^" (r r o, )\> 2).Ju /À '

' This bound is of the required order of magnitude, proüded the constants co in
(4.2) aû c8 are large enough.

PnoposrrroN 3. With the notations of Proposition 2, put

':(i,Yf,j.^Wdrdo
Then we haue

a-1 / /1\\t:;;ç;6t' .'lz,l,l

Proof. By Lemma 3 the integrand equals

7 t r \'p I iro \

"+,,(1 
*ir-1) exet"-1 +e@'r))'

with

q(0.r) : (e'' - t - il)k + p(e'.- r)rog|/t . -1')\ 0-rl

+o(02p + *p(tosp)2\

: - )o'k - it'o+ ido log(1 . ,;ï)

+ ole^r + 02p + a,o roe(r -, l* l) 
* ",rt", ol')

The fourth term in the remainder is of order O((" - 1)'0og p)'L'/') : O(l/L)
for lrl ç ro. Moreover, each of the remaining three error terms as well as the

, terms 03k and 0plog(1 -l ir/a - 1) are easily seen to be of order O(1) for
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ldl ( do, l"l ( ro. Hence we can write

se(,.,) - "-e'on{r - it'o+ idolog(r . #) + o(H(0,r))}.

with

H(0.r): golrz + 04k + 02p + lzp2lloglr + '" )l'| \ "-1/l
+a,nrog(r.l#l) .;

Integrating tbis expression over the interval - 0o ( 0 4 0s, we obtain as main
term

l%r,"-"0"ot: {T(r + o(.-'a -")): ,lT(, . ,(:))

The integrals of the terms involving d3 and d vanish, and the contribution of the
remeinder O(H(O, r)) to the integral is bounded by

" #{i. *(.,(,.l;ïl))'.;(, *.,(,.1,-l)) .;)
..#(,*o(",(,.1Él))')

We therefore obtain

1 1 r,n I ir \-P dr
,l2nk 2trJ-,,,\ a-11 a-ir

I I r,ol ir l-'l t I i r i\t2\ \+ol _ I"lr--l 11

\L,tk r-,,1 o- 1 | \- 
*ol'"tl' -1"-' l) )o')

The integral inside the error term is easily seen ro be of order O((" - t17 ,fiy.ln
the main term, the factor (a * ir)-1can be omitted, since for lrl ( ro

1 I pL'/o 1

a*ir I " ' /- logx L'
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and hence the resulting error is absorbed by the remainder term in (4.3). Using
the formula (see, e.g., [1, p. 118])

1 ræ pPeP 1

G l-*tt t it)-Ps"o ar : ,1, - r) 
: p(p,

the main term in (4.3) becomes

a-1( 1 r1æ ".\\ _a-l1 1 . l1\)
Eft;O * o1,.,,,-rl1 + ill ' d')l e,k \px.(p) "\fir))
Since pw(p) = ll ay Stirling's formula, the error term here is by a factor x l,
smaller than the main term, and we obtain the asserted formula for -I.

It is now a simple matter to complete the proof of the theorem. Indeed, from
Propositions 7, 2, and 3 we get

,(x. k) - (a - 1)xT(i' a)P À 

i, - ,t I 
.)1.

pÿÿ\p),l2nk \ \r//

By (3.3) and Stirling's formula we have in the range (4.1)

:næ#.o('.'(#)),a-1._
pt/2rk

whence the desired formula (2.6).

5. Proof of the corollaries. In the case k << logrx, Corollary 1 reduces to the
Sathe-Selberg estimate (1.2), since then

ekh/2:t+o(kh):r+ o( ,,o .r\
\ (rog2x) /

We may therefore restrict ourselves to the case 10 logrx ç k << (logrx)2. We
shall derive the asserted formula (2.8) from (2.7) by estimating, with sufficient
accuracy, the quantities k(ô - log(1 + ô)) and pF(p)/yF(y).

From the estimate (3.5) of Lemma 2 we get, in view of our hypothesis on k,

(s.r) o:rfr-rfr+jJ
\ \ (t"e v)' l)
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with
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A: tog((y/c)\os y)
logrx

It follows that

(s.2) /.(ô - log(1 + ô)) : àÈa'z + o(ta'. #)
:àk^,.r(#r)

The ratio pF(p)/yF(y) will be estimated by means of Taylor's formula. We
frrst note that uniformly lor z > 2

!bglr(,)) : - H . 
T( ;r.+ roe(r ;))

'1) * Ir"e[r-1)-_logr*r*O\r, p<z \ pl

I t "\+ol »:*Iil
\ou' ' Pt' P- l

: -io((zlogz) + 1 - y + r(#)
and

d2 /1\
outoeGF(zll 

: ol;,|

By Taylor's formula we therefore get

rog(pr(p)) :ros(yF(y)) - aytog(er-rrloey) . o(:\* a'y)., \log.y ,l

Using (5.1), we see that the remainder term as well as the error made by replacing
ô by A are of order

a'v k
- logy -- (logrx)z'
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Hence we obtain

lk\(s.3) log(pF(pl/yF(y)) : -Âylog(e, ';'loey) + ol --- .l
\ (log,x )' /

' Inserting the estimates (5.2) and (5.3) into (2.1). we deduce that (2.8) holds
with /z replaced by

_2L
lr: 

*rrlog(e,-ty 
logy) - Â2.

It is easily seen that this quantity differs from h by a term of order << (logrx) 2,

provided we take in the deflnition (2.9) of h, tr: C-l and fi: s2r-2ç.
Therefore, fr and. h are interchangeable in (2.8), and the proof of corollary 1 is
complete.

Corollary 2 is an immediate consequence of formula (2.6) of the theorem,
Lemma 5, and the estimate

kw(k)w(p) x ,Fn: e.rp{o(kR))

for /< >> (logrx)z.

To establish Corollary 3, we evaluate the quotient

(s.+)
x",F(py or)pik-'

,"F(p, a)p-k '

where p, and a, are defined by (2.3), with k * 1 instead of fr. With x being
f,xed, we can consider a: a(k) and p : p(ft) as functions of k, and we may
regard k as a continuous variable for this purpose. The logarithm of the quotient
(5.4) can then be written as

r*+t d
Jr a^{-mlogp(m) + a(m)togx + f (p(m).a(m))} dm

rk-l| mP'(m): I {-lrk I 
os P(m) - i@l 

+ a'(m)togr

+f,(p(*), a(m))p'(m) + f,(p(*), o(*))o'(*1\ a*,)

: - [r- 
tlogp(m) 

dm.
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Using the second approximation in (3.4) for p(m), the last expression becomes

-f-'"r( î)*.r(Y)
lL\ l7 logl\_rosl o,)*rli.î)

We therefore obtain from (2.6)

r(x.k+t) L w(k)w(p(k))p(t) I t1 logL\\-v;d-:k'(/.+@lt+ol o. r))'
which reduces to the asserted estimate

(213) +;#:i('.'(Y)),
if /c > logrx. For k < logrx, (2.13) follows from (1.2).

To prove Corollary 4, we proceed analogously, regarding, for fixed k, a and p
as functions of x and evaluating the quotient

(Àx) "'.F(pr, or)pio

with a : d(x), p: p(x), a, : a(Àx), pr : p(Àx). The logarithm of this quo-
tient is then easily seen to be equal to

I)',1,11 : "rr 
+ f'(a(a ) - ù+

:roeÀ.t"#+.r(W)
: rogÀ. f"'(, . ffi)(' . r(Y)),

where the last two estimates follow from Lemma 2. (2.6) then implies

## : (, .,(;)) (H) 
-"-',*,(,(4t*#e))
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since w(pr) : w(pX1 + O(l/L)), as can be easily seen from (3.4). This is the
asserted estimate (2.14).
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